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3herosoft PSP Video Converter for Mac is a very useful PSP Video Conversion for MAC
users to convert all popular video formats to Sony PSP. It can both convert video to PSP
movie (PSP MP4 video, PSP H.264/AVC video), PS3 Video MPEG-4 (480p, 720p, 1080i)
and extract audio from video to MP3 and M4A.

3herosoft PSP Video Converter for Mac can convert audio formats like WMA, WAV, M4A,
AAC, AC3, OGG, to PSP and PS3 music MP3,AAC,M4A with perfect audio quality and high
conversion speed.

3herosoft PSP Video Converter for Mac support almost all popular video formats such as AVI,
MPEG, WMV, DivX, MOV, RM, DAT, VOB, 3GP, and so on.

3herosoft PSP Video Converter for Mac has strong function of editing options, such as movie
trimming, video and audio encoder settings, batch conversion and so on. The conversion will
be finished in a few clicks, then you can put the converted video onto your Sony PSP for you
to enjoy anywhere and anytime.

Turn your Sony PSP player into a 16:9 wide screen movie theatre with 3herosoft PSP Video
Converter for Mac now!

Key Features

Convert video to SONY PSP (MP4) and PS3 (PlayStation3) with ease;

Support the conversion of any part of the DVD Movie;

Support Trim function that you can rip any preferred segment with setting the start and
end time;

Support taking snapshots of the desired DVD movie scenes when previewing the
movies;

Support the modification of parameters for video and audio codec,all encoders and
decoders are built-in;

Support the editing of ID3v1 and ID3v2;

Support the viewing of parameters of original files;

Support customized output conversion;
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Customizing Video size, video and audio quality, channels;

Support multi-threading and batch conversion;

Support multiple languages including simplified Chinese and English;

System Requirements

Operating system - Windows NT/2000/XP/2003 and Windows Vista
Processor - 750MHz Intel, AMD CPU or above
Available HD space - 100 MB or more
Display - Super VGA (800 x 600) resolution or higher
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